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Abstract 

 
Dynamic scene deblurring is a complex computer vision problem owing to its difficulty to 
model mathematically. In this paper, we present a novel approach for image deblurring with 
the help of the sharp reference image, which utilizes the reference image for high-quality and 
high-frequency detail results. To better utilize the clear reference image, we develop an 
encoder-decoder network and two novel modules are designed to guide the network for better 
image restoration. The proposed Reference Extraction and Aggregation Module can 
effectively establish the correspondence between blurry image and reference image and 
explore the most relevant features for better blur removal and the proposed Spatial Feature 
Fusion Module enables the encoder to perceive blur information at different spatial scales. In 
the final, the multi-scale feature maps from the encoder and cascaded Reference Extraction 
and Aggregation Modules are integrated into the decoder for a global fusion and representation. 
Extensive quantitative and qualitative experimental results from the different benchmarks 
show the effectiveness of our proposed method. 
 
 
Keywords: Image deblurring, reference image, convolutional neural network, encoder-
decoder, deep learning. 
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1. Introduction 

Blind image deblurring is a classic low-level computer vision task, which aims to recover 
clear images from blurred input images. As more and more photos are taken by hand-held 
cameras and smart phones, some factors such as camera shake or object movement are 
unavoidable, and the resulting blurred images are visually unpleasant. Therefore, image 
deblurring is beneficial to improve the quality of media content so that users can get a better 
experience. For example, text recognition and photo algorithm for mobile cameras. Besides, 
this basic technology can also benefit some high-level computer vision tasks, like object 
recognition [1] and autonomous driving system [2]. Therefore, image deblurring has important 
application value in both academia and industry. 

As in other fields of computer vision, deep learning-based methods have significantly 
improved the progress of single blind image deblurring. Early deep learning-based single 
image deblurring works [3,4,5,6,7] mainly focus on kernel estimation and simultaneously 
recover sharp images with deconvolution. However, the blur of real scenes is complex and the 
method of blur kernel estimation cannot completely remove the blur. On the other hand, recent 
deep learning-based methods [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17] use deep convolutional neural 
networks (CNNs) to solve this problem without estimating the blur kernel. Nevertheless, the 
ill-posed nature of the single-image deblurring problem makes it still difficult for these 
methods to recover results with structural details, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. One example. (c) represent the result of DeepDeblur [8]. Our method produces sharper 

result (d) with the help of the reference image (a). (e) is the ground truth image corresponding to the 
blurred input (b). 

 
This paper turns from single image deblurring to exploring a new method of image 

deblurring using clear reference image. We exploit the rich texture of the reference image to 
compensate for the structural details lost in the blurred image to alleviate this ill-posed problem 
and produce a clean image with the help of the reference image. Compared with a single image, 
Clear reference images tend to contain more high-frequency information that can facilitate 
image deblurring. Clear reference images can be captured using cameras from different angles, 
or obtained through web image searches, etc. The reference based approach is widely used in 
low-dimensional vision tasks, particularly in the field of Reference-based Super-
Resolution(RefSR) [18,19,20,21,22,23]. As a promising work, Wang et al. [22] explored dual-
camera super-resolution as a RefSR problem, leveraging the camera's telephoto photos to 
improve the resolution of wide-angle photos. However, due to the different processing 
mechanisms for generating low-resolution images and blurred images, it is not effective to 
directly apply RefSR approach on image deblurring, and only a slight deblurring effect can be 
achieved, which is far from the baseline level. Moreover, these RefSR methods usually require 
input images and reference images to have similar content, which greatly limits the use of clear 
reference pictures. Until now, there has been little exploration of image deblurring with 
reference images [24] [25], a work that is closely related to ours is HaCohen et al. [25], who 
used reference images for kernel estimation and strong local priors for the non-blind 
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deconvolution step. Although their method can generate deblurred images with less artifacts, 
when the content of the image is in a region with large differences, the similar content of the 
blurred image and the reference image cannot be matched, and when the estimated blur kernel 
is not accurate enough, the performance is limited when dealing with complex blurred images. 
Therefore, their method is not practical in complex scenes with object motion and camera 
shake. In essence, the key to the success of our work is to establish the correspondence between 
the blurred image and the reference image and effectively transfer the most relevant texture 
details. 

To address the above limitations, we propose a reference-based deblurring method, which 
aims to explore the most relevant features from the reference image to help remove the blur. 
Our network is an encoder-decoder based network architecture. More specifically, our network 
mainly includes encoders, Spatial Feature Fusion Module, Reference Extraction and 
Aggregation Module, and fusion decoder. The encoders are used to extract the multi-scale 
features of the blurred input and reference images. The spatial feature fusion module is 
introduced in the process of blurred input encoding, which combines downsized feature and 
downsampled blurry input feature to facilitate the process of deep feature extraction. As for 
the reference extraction and aggregation module, it is developed to search and transfer the 
most relevant texture detail information from the reference features to input features. The 
fusion decoder is developed to aggregates feature maps from both domains to restore the latent 
deblurred image. Experimental results demonstrate that our method surpasses other single 
image deblurring algorithms on public datasets and it is also robust to different reference 
images. 

The main contributions of our paper are: 
- We propose an end-to-end trainable reference-based deblurring method that utilizes the 

most relevant features from the reference image to assist the image deblurring. 
- As far as we know, there are few studies exploring reference-based image deblurring, and 

our method breaks the conventional idea of using only one image for image deblurring. Even 
with clear reference images of other scenes, our method can recover clear images with better 
structural details. 

- We introduce the Spatial Feature Fusion Module in the encoder and integrate the multi-
scale feature maps from the encoder and cascaded Reference Extraction and Aggregation 
Module in the decoder. In this way, not only the spatial image detail is preserved in the encoder, 
but also the high-frequency information from the reference image is fused in the decoder. 

- We conduct quantitative and qualitative evaluations on three public datasets, and 
experimental results demonstrate that our method effectively promotes image deblurring 
performance. 

2. Related Work 
During this section, we briefly review some of the previous research relevant to our research, 
including deep image deblurring and reference-based methods. 

2.1 Deep Image Deblurring 
In recent years, deep learning methods have made significant progress in image deblurring 
tasks. To achieve excellent performance, many researchers use deep learning methods to build 
end-to-end models. Sun et al. [3] proposed a CNN-based model to remove inconsistent motion 
blur by estimating blur kernels. Since kernel estimation is usually sensitive to noise, inaccurate 
kernel estimation can lead to poor image restoration. The majority of deep learning-based 
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methods move to predict sharp images from blurry images using direct image-to-image 
regression. These promising approaches broadly employ three strategies: multi-scale(MS), 
multi-patch(MP), and multi-temporal(MT) methods. Nah et al. [8] proposed a MS 
convolutional neural network in a coarse-to-fine manner without estimating the blur kernel 
and using the coarse-scale image to gradually restore the fine-scale clear image. Since this 
network does not share parameters among different scales, this leads to abundant parameters 
and high calculation costs. In order to solve this problem, Tao et al. [9] proposed a Scale-
recurrent Network based on the strategy of MS, which shares weight parameters between 
different scales, has less model parameters, is less computationally expensive and Excellent 
performance is achieved. Zhang et al. [11] utilize an MP method and develop a hierarchical 
deblurring network. Park et al. [14] proposed a new MT method. By constructing datasets with 
different Temporal levels (TL), iteratively trained progressively from blurry images with 
higher TL to adjacent images with low TL until TL is 1. Li et al. [17] proposed SimpleNet 
with an encoding-decoding architecture, which enhanced the image details using tensor 
decomposition theory, and repeatedly placing atrous convolutions to enhance the receptive 
field of the entire network, achieving comparable performance. Moreover, Kupyn et al. [12] 
proposed DeblurGAN based on generative adversarial network, which significantly improved 
the subjective visual quality. However, the specific texture structure in the restored image is 
still difficult to restore, and there is still a lot of room for improvement. On the basis of the 
DeblurGAN algorithm, Kupyn et al. [13] proposed the DeblurGAN-v2 algorithm with a more 
advanced deblurring effect, which uses the spatial pyramid network as the core module to 
build a generator. At the same time, networks of different magnitudes can also be selected as 
the backbone network of the spatial pyramid, and a good restoration effect has been achieved. 
These end-to-end methods only use blurred images as input, so it is difficult to recover 
deblurred images with structural details. Instead, we introduce additional clear reference 
images to help the network recover deblurred images with more details and structure. 

2.2 Reference-based Methods 
Compared with the deblurring algorithm using only a single blurred image as input, the 
reference-based method introduces additional clear images, which can provide more image 
information. Reference-based methods are helpful for processing low-level vision tasks, 
especially in the super-resolution field. Reference-based super-resolution removes the ill-
posed essence of single image super-resolution by exploiting the high-frequency details of the 
reference image. For establishing the correspondence between the reference image and the 
input image, optical flow or patch-based matching are employed. Specifically, Zheng et al. 
[19] proposed an encoder-decoder network that uses optical flow to align input image and 
reference image and then fuses the multi-scale features of the warp into the decoder 
accordingly. However, optical flow estimation still suffers a large performance drop in 
unaligned regions. Yang et al. [21] adopted the learnable patch-match method to introduce the 
transformer into the reference-based image super-resolution task, and transfer the most 
relevant texture features by computing the hard attention and soft attention between the input 
image and the reference image. Recently, Lu et al. [23] used a course-to-fine corresponding 
matching mechanism to extract the features with the highest similarity between feature patches 
under the strategy of patch matching, which greatly reduced the computational cost. Wang et 
al. [22] applied the reference-based method to the images captured by different focal length 
lenses of smartphones, taking the image obtained by the telephoto lens as the reference image, 
extracting reference features of different scales, and applying aligned attention to warp it for 
matching the input and performing super-resolve on the low-resolution image obtained by the 
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wide-angle lens to obtain high-quality and high-fidelity results. 
These methods mentioned above demonstrate the importance of reference images in low-

level visual image enhancement tasks. However, these methods require the reference images 
and input images to have similar content or good alignment, which limits the availability and 
effectiveness of clear reference images. In contrast, in our experiments, the reference image 
does not need to have similar content and better alignment with the blurred image. Instead, we 
only find and transfer the most relevant features from the reference image to help the 
restoration of blurred images, resulting in clean images with structural details. 

3. Method 
Since U-Net [26] has shown excellent performance in the field of image deblurring [27], we 
adopt it as the basic architecture of our network. As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed network 
consisting three parts: encoders for feature extraction, Reference Extraction and Aggregation 
Module (REAM), Spatial Feature Fusion Module (SFFM), and decoder for feature 
reconstruction. BlurI  and RefI  represent the blurred input and the reference image, respectively. 
To take full advantage of the structural details of the reference image, we first use a shallow 
encoder to extract features at different scales of the reference image. To be specific, the 
shallow encoder consists of three groups convolution layers and the second and third groups 
halve the size of the feature maps with stride 2. After passing through the shallow encoder, we 
get three reference features at different scales and can be expressed as n

RefF , where n = 1, 2, 3. 

Afterwards, BlurI , RefI  and n
RefF  are fed into REAM to perform feature matching extraction 

and aggregation as shown in Fig. 3. Before performing feature extraction, we first perform a 
matching operation between BlurI  and RefI . The feature extraction operation is performed 

three times, each for one reference feature n
RefF  of scale s. At the same time, we perform deep 

feature extraction on the blurred input image, we use a convolutional layer and three ResBlock 
groups (RGs) to extract multi-scale feature maps and place SFFM in front of the last two RGs 
to preserve spatial image information. Each RG consists of multiple ResBlocks. ResBlock 
consists of two 3× 3 convolutional layers and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). To obtain the 
final deblurred output, we concatenate the same scale features from the encoder (if any) and 
REAM in the decoder. Lastly, our pipeline ends with a skip connection to the blurred input 
image. 

 
Fig. 2. Network structure of our approach. The “Downsize” is a convolution with stride 2; the 

“Upsize” is a transposed convolution with stride 2. 
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3.1 Reference Extraction and Aggregation Module(REAM) 
To transfer the reliable high quality features from the clear reference image, we use three 
Reference Extraction and Aggregation Modules(REAM) between the encoder and decoder. 
For the sake of clarity, we will use the last REAM as an example for a detailed introduction. 

As shown in Fig. 3, our REAM consists of three parts: matching, extraction and 
aggregation process. The matching part calculates the cosine similarity matrix between BlurI  
and RefI  and computes the index map P and confidence map C for use in the next two parts. 
The extraction part uses the index map to extract the most relevant features from the reference 
features. The final aggregation process fuses the reference features with the input features 
guided by the matching confidence map. Next, we will introduce each part in detail. 

Matching: We use a shared encoder φ  [28] to map BlurI  and RefI ↓↑  to the feature space, 

where ↓  and ↑  denotes the down-sampling operator and up-sampling operator respectively. 
Note that the repeated downsampling and upsampling of the reference image is to obtain a 
blurred reference image, reducing the domain gap between the blurred input image and the 
reference image to facilitate matching between them. Then we compute the cosine similarity 
matrix between the blurred features and the reference features, specifically, we use a 3× 3 
sliding window to unfold the blurred and reference features into N non-overlapping patches 
respectively: 0 1

,...,{ }N
Blur BlurP P − , 0 1

,...,{ }N
Ref RefP P − . We further do a dense patch matching operation, 

for each patch in N
BlurP  and each patch in N

RefP , we compute the cosine similarity matrix R 
between them: 

 , ,i i
i j

i i

q pR
q p

=  (1) 

where ,i jR  is the similarity between the i-th patch of the blurred feature and the j-th patch of 
the reference feature. For each blurred feature patch, our goal is to find its most relevant 
reference feature patch for later feature aggregation. So we calculate the matching index map 
and the confidence map through the argmax operation and the max operation respectively. 
This process can be calculated as: 
 ,arg maxi i j

j
P r=  (2) 

 ,maxi i jj
C r=  (3) 

where iP  represents the patch index of the reference feature, which is most relevant to the 
feature of the i-th patch of the blurred feature, and iC  provides the matching confidence for 
the subsequent feature transfer. 

Extracting: After obtaining the index map, we can extract the most relevant features 
according to the index, but before feature extraction, we need to unfold the reference features 
into patches, which can be expressed as: { }0 1,..., N

Ref RefB B − . Then the clear reference features 
N
RefB  and matching index iP  are fed into the extraction module to extract the most relevant 

reference features, and this process can be expressed as: 
 ( | )N N

M Ref iB E B P=  (4) 
where ( )E ⋅  represents the extraction module, N

MB  is the most relevant features obtained from 
the reference features according to the index map iP . we transfer feature patches according to 
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the most relevant position. After obtaining a new feature map N
MB , we need to fold 

0 1{ ,..., }N
M MB B −  to restore to the original feature dimension, denoted as FB . Folding is the 

inverse operation of unfolding. 
Aggregation Process: In this aggregation process, we fuse the most relevant reference 

features obtained with the input features. We first used residual blocks to map BlurI  to the 
feature space, denoted as: BlurF , then concatenate with the most relevant reference feature FB , 
Simple addition or concatenation will bring additional noise or irrelevant information. Inspired 
by [23], we use matching confidence for adaptive spatial fusion, which only weights the most 
relevant features. The aggregation process can be expressed as: 
 { ([ , ]) ( )}fused blur F blurF conv F B conv C F= ⊗ +  (5) 
where [,]  an ⊗ indicate concatenation operation and element-wise multiplication, 
respectively. As a result, the significant information in the input features and reference features 
are aggregated and enhanced, more representative features are generated. 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the Reference Extraction and Aggregation Module. 

3.2 Spatial Feature Fusion Module(SFFM) 
The design of the network architecture for the deblurring task requires a large receptive field 
to deal with more serious motion blur [9]. To this end, we have carried out relatively deep 
feature extraction by stacking Resblock groups in the encoder. However, it is difficult to 
preserve reliable spatial detail information due to the gradually shrinking feature map in the 
process of deep feature extraction, which is not conducive to image reconstruction and 
restoration. Inspired by [29,30], we design Spatial Feature Fusion Module(SFFM) to 
compensate for the loss of spatial information during feature extraction, instead of simply 
concatenating the downsampled original blurry image to the encoder. 

As shown in Fig. 4, we first extract features from the downsampling blurred input using 
four 3× 3 convolutional layers , this feature is then concatenated with the original input blurred 
image, and further refined with a 1× 1 convolutional layer to obtain the parameter γ  of the 
same size as the downsized feature. Then γ  is fed into another convolutional layer to get the 
parameter β , and finally, the downsized feature F  multiplied λ  and added to β  in an 

element-wise manner as： 
 ( | , )SFF F Fγ β γ β= ⊗ +  (6) 
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where ⊗  denotes the element-wise multiplication. We use the learnable convolution layer to 
predict parameters λ  and β , and perform element transformation on the input feature F . By 
using SFFM, the encoder effectively combines the spatial information from the different scales 
in the process of deep feature extraction and enables the encoder to perceive the blur 
information of different scales, which promotes the process of deep feature extraction. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the Spatial Feature Fusion Module. 

3.3 Loss Functions 
The loss function is very important because it optimizes our model parameters until we find 
the best model parameters. To recover deblurred images with good visual quality and high-
frequency structural information, our network is constrained by the following loss function: 
 total con con freq freq adv advλ λ λ= + +     (7) 
where con , freq  and adv  represent the content loss, frequency reconstruction loss and 

adversarial loss, respectively. conλ , freqλ  and advλ  represent the weights of content loss, 
frequency loss and adversarial loss. 

Content loss usually uses L1 loss or MSE loss, here we use L1 loss because it performs 
better in our experiments. L1 loss can be defined as: 
 

1con DE GTI I= −  (8) 

where DEI  represents the model output and GTI  represents the corresponding ground truth 
image.  

Frequency reconstruction loss [27] recovers more high-frequency details by minimizing 
the difference between deblurred images and ground truth image in the frequency domain, 
facilitating the generation of results with structural details. Different from [27], we adopt a 
single-scale frequency reconstruction loss function: 
 ( ) ( ) 2=freq DE GTI I−    (9) 
where F is Fourier transform. 

Adversarial loss [31] can produce better visual quality results, therefore, we chose 
Relativistic GANs [32]: 
 , ,log( ( ) log(1 ( )

GT DEI GT DE I DE GD TD I I D I I   −   = − −   (10) 

 , ,log(1 ( ) log( ( )
GT DEI GT DE I DE GG TD I I D I I   −   = − −   (11) 
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4. Experiments 
In this section, we evaluate our model. We first present the relevant experimental details. Our 
experimental results are then compared with state-of-the-art methods quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Lastly, we implement ablation experiments to verify the validity of our proposed 
method. 

4.1 Dataset and Implementation Details 
For training and testing our method, we use the widely adopted GoPro [8] synthetic dataset, 
obtained at 240 frames rate using a GoPro4 Hero Black high-speed camera. The blurred images 
are synthesized by averaging neighboring frames, and the intermediate frames are used as 
ground truth image. It contains 2103 pairs of blurred and sharp images for training and 1111 
pairs for testing. For the selection of clear reference images, considering that the GoPro dataset 
can be viewed as a continuous video frame [14,17], we choose nearby frames of sharp images 
as reference images, rather than the ground truth image itself. This is because in real life, the 
same shooting scene is difficult to reproduce. In addition, we also use only the HIDE [33] test 
dataset to evaluate the generalization ability of our model, which contains 2025 pair of test 
images, where the reference images are selected from the adjacent images. For the 
performance of handling real-world blur, we conduct experiments on RealBlur-J [34], which 
contains 3758 pairs of training images and 980 pairs of test images, whose reference images 
are selected from the adjacent clear folder. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural 
Similarity Measure (SSIM) [35] are used as evaluation metrics.  

The batch size selected for our network training is 12. We choose Adam as the optimizer 
and set the initial learning rate to 410− and apply the cosine annealing strategy to decrease 
steadily. We randomly crop the input size to 120× 120 and the activation function uses the 
ReLU. The hyperparameters of the loss function conλ , freqλ  and advλ  are 1, 0.1 and 35 10−× , 
respectively. We use a server with eight NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPUs for experiments and 
implement the model under the framework of PyTorch 1.6 [36]. Our model contains six RGs, 
each of which consists of n modified ResBlocks [9]. Properly increasing the size of n can 
enhance the deblurring performance of the network. We have applied several different 
numbers of ResBlocks. The larger the value of n, the larger the corresponding parameter 
amount. As shown in Table 1, when n is equal to 16, the PSNR score is 32.50 and the 
parameter amount is 14.09. Our model achieves a good balance between model parameters 
and performance. Therefore, we choose to place 16 ResBlocks in each RG. 

 
Table 1. Evaluation of different numbers of Resblocks in Resblock group. Due to training time and 

GPU memory limitations, we did not try a larger number n. 
N PSNR SSIM Params 
8 31.71 0.951 7.59 

12 32.25 0.955 10.99 
16 32.50 0.958 14.09 
20 32.19 0.955 17.19 

 

4.2 Experimental Results 
Quantitative evaluations. We compare the experimental metrics on the GoPro test dataset 
with some of the most advanced methods [8,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17]. Table 2 shows the 
PSNR and SSIM scores, our method is higher than any other single image deblurring method. 
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Our method tightly grasps the essence that the reference image has high-frequency information 
and clear texture, and effectively transfers the most relevant texture detail information to the 
deblurred image. Table 3 and Table 4 demonstrate the evaluation results on HIDE and 
RealBlur-J test datasets, respectively. Once again, our method achieves the best results 
compared to other algorithms. This shows that our algorithm has more reliable deblurring 
performance than state-of-the-art methods, both on synthetic datasets and in the real scenes. 
 
Table 2. Evaluation results on the benchmark GoPro testing set. * represents the author did not release 

their codes. The two best scores are marked red and orange in each column, respectively.  
 

Method PSNR(dB) SSIM Params(M) 
DeepDeblur [8] 27.83 0.915 11.7 

SRN [9] 30.25 0.935 6.8 
DeblurGAN-v2 [13] 29.55 0.934 - 

MTRNN [14] 31.13 0.945 2.6 
DSD [10]  30.96 0.942 2.84 

Stack4-DMPHN [11] 31.39 0.948 21.7 
RADN* [15] 31.76 0.953 - 
SAPHN* [16] 32.02 0.953 - 

SimpleNet* [17] 31.52 0.950 - 
Ours 32.50 0.958 14.09 

 
Table 3. Evaluation results on the benchmark HIDE dataset. Note that all the models are trained using 

only GoPro training dataset. The two best scores are marked red and orange in each column, 
respectively. 

Method PSNR(dB) SSIM Params(M) 
DeepDeblur [8] 25.73 0.874 11.7 

DeblurGAN-v2 [13] 27.40 0.882 - 
SRN [9] 28.36 0.904 6.8 

DSD [10] 29.01 0.913 2.84 
Stack4-DMPHN [11] 29.10 0.918 21.7 

MTRNN [14] 29.15 0.918 2.6 
SAPHN* [16] 29.98 0.930 - 

Ours 30.57 0.935 14.09 
 

Table 4. Evaluation results on the RealBlur-J testing set. The two best scores are marked red and 
orange in each column, respectively.  

Method PSNR(dB) SSIM Params(M) 
DeblurGAN-v2 [13] 29.69 0.870 - 

SRN [9] 31.38 0.909 6.8 
Ours 31.55 0.912 14.09 

 
Qualitative evaluations. We next carry out a visual quality assessment. Considering the 

pioneering nature of DeepDeblur [8] and the excellent performance of SRN [9], DeblurGAN-
v2 [13], DMPHN [11] and MTRNN [14], we selected these five deblurring methods for 
qualitative comparison. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the visual comparison results of our 
method with these methods on the GoPro and the HIDE test dataset. The first example of the 
Fig. 5 is a shooting scene with low-speed motion, while the second and third examples are 
shooting scenes with high-speed motion. It can be observed that our model achieves the best 
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deblurring effect while other methods are more difficult to remove severe motion blur. For 
example, the license plate number of the first example, with the help of the reference image, 
our method recovers the deblurred image with more structural details. In two other examples 
of high-speed motion blur, our method can also reconstruct sharper vehicle outlines and 
recognizable text. In Fig. 6, our method can restore more realistic facial expressions and text 
textures on the HIDE test dataset while other methods lose more image details. For example, 
in the second example, the facial features produced by other methods are still very blurred. In 
contrast, our method produces results with finer details on the boy's eyebrows, nose, and eyes.  

 
Fig. 5. Qualitative comparisons on GoPro test dataset. Our method restores clearer detail texture on 

texts and object. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Qualitative comparisons on HIDE test dataset. Our method restores clearer detail texture on 

face and texts. 
In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the qualitative comparison results of our method with SRN and 

DeblurGAN-v2 on RealBlur-J. This dataset contains real-world blur in low-light situations. 
As can be seen, other methods still have blurred structures, while our method recovers sharp 
details. All in all, the quantitative assessment results show that our algorithm has excellent 
performance both on synthetic datasets and real-world scenarios. 
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Fig. 7. Qualitative comparisons on RealBlur-J test dataset. Our method can still restore the realistic 

structural details in low light. 
 

4.3 Ablation Study 
In the previous comparison, we demonstrate the excellence of our approach, below we will 
conduct ablation experiments on components to further investigate our model. 

4.3.1 Effective of Spatial Feature Fusion Module 
The SFFM plays a role in compensating spatial information in the initial stage of feature 
extraction. To confirm the validity of SFFM, we replace it with vanilla Resblocks. As shown 
in Table 5, for PSNR and SSIM, SFFM obtains gains of 0.23 dB and 0.002.  
 

Table 5. Impact of the SFFM on the performance of our model on GoPro dataset. The best score is 
marked red.  

Without SFFM Ours(with SFFM) 
PSNR(dB) 32.27 32.50 

SSIM 0.955 0.958 
 

Fig. 8 demonstrates the results of the qualitative comparison, and the deblurring results 
using SSFM have higher quality results. 

 
Fig. 8. Ablation study on the spatial feature fusion module. 
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4.3.2 Effective of the Reference Image 
Our method relies on a clear reference image to recover deblurred images with texture details 
and structural information. An unavoidable question is whether the reference image has any 
substantial help in image restoration. To confirm the validity of the reference image, we 
perform an experiment that removes all modules related to the reference image and keep the 
encoder-decoder structure and other components unchanged and then retrain on the GoPro 
dataset. Table 6 and Fig. 9 show our quantitative and qualitative analysis results, respectively. 
From Table 6 we can observe that compared with the model without the help of the reference 
image, the PSNR of our method is 0.38 dB higher, which verifies the effectiveness of the 
reference image for image deblurring of our proposed method.  
 

Table 6. Impact of the reference image on the performance. The best score is marked red.  
Without Reference Ours(with reference) 

PSNR(dB) 32.12 32.50 
SSIM 0.955 0.958 

 
The results of the visual comparison are shown in Fig. 9, the results without using the 

reference image are still blurred, on the contrary, our deblurred results have clear structural 
details. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses above indicate the usefulness of reference 
images in our approach. 

 
Fig. 9. Ablation study on the reference image. 

4.3.3 Effective of Different Reference Images 
In the previous subsection, we showed the importance of clear reference images to our method. 
Another question is whether our proposed image deblurring method is only effective with the 
help of a unique reference image. To this end, we conduct experiments on the GoPro dataset 
using randomly different reference images for blurred inputs. As shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 10(f), 
(g) and (h) represent the results of deblurring using (b), (c) and (d) as reference images 
respectively. Note that we randomly selected the reference images from the GoPro dataset. As 
shown in Fig. 10, the deblurred visual results produced by using different reference images 
are quite similar.  

In addition, we also perform quantitative comparisons on blurred input with randomly 
selected different reference images on the GoPro dataset. Table 7 shows the quantitative 
analysis results using different reference images and the two metrics are only slightly different. 
The above quantitative and qualitative analysis shows that our method is robust even when 
using reference images of different scenes. 
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Table 7. Impact of the different reference images on the performance  
Reference1 Reference2 Reference3 

PSNR 32.51 32.49 32.49 
SSIM 0.956 0.956 0.956 

 

 
Fig. 10. Ablation study on the different reference images. 

5. Conclusion 
In this work, we introduce reference-based dynamic scene deblurring. Our network is a fully 
convolutional trainable encoder-decoder architecture. The proposed Reference Extraction and 
Aggregation Module effectively finds the most relevant features to facilitate image deblurring 
and is also robust to different reference images. Further, we also design a novel Spatial Feature 
Fusion Module to perceive blur at different spatial scales, making up for the lost spatial 
information. Experiments on prevalent and real-world datasets show the effectiveness of our 
method and prove that our model is robust to different reference images. 

Limitations and Future Work. Since a large amount of memory is occupied during the 
global matching of blurred images and reference images, we next plan to improve the matching 
scheme to reduce the memory cost. In future work, it will be a fascinating work to improve 
the inference speed of the algorithm and reduce the model size for deployment to mobile 
devices.  
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